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1 The nature of improvization
Improvization is one of the oldest and most satisfying of musical arts, yet today it has become
one of the most neglected. Some church organists make a point of improvizing the voluntary
after the service and many "folk" instruments have a tradition of improvizatory performance,
but all too many musicians, even when playing alone, have no ambition beyond the successful
reproduction of other people's compositions. How many street buskers create the music as they
go, instead of running through a repertoire of tunes already learned? How many concerto
players write their own cadenzas, let alone invent them on the spur of the moment? (And given
that we live in an age where the minutest detail of the composer's work is sacrosanct, how many
critics would slate them if they were to dare to try?) Even the "improvization" of a jazz soloist
is usually a matter of playing variations within a preset harmonic framework and not of
completely original creation.
Yet this deeply satisfying art is not difficult to acquire, and this little book will tell you how to
do so. It assumes you have no more than a simple melody instrument which plays one note at a
time, yet even if your technical skill is quite modest it will show you how to create
improvizations of length and quality. Right from the start, you will find yourself improvizing
music that is at least passable, and you will soon discover that you can play for lengthy periods
and that "passable" is becoming "genuinely good". Even on a bad day, the results will be quite
good enough to entertain yourself and your friends, while on the good days...

For while the word "improvization" conjures up a vision of formless rhapsodizing which is
beyond the skill of man to teach or even to understand, in reality it is much more a matter of
impromptu composition, and composition has techniques which can be learned. True, there are
times when the music does seem to take off of its own accord, when endless fragments of
melody lead one into another in a effortless and magical stream, and when this happens you can
forget about the book and just allow yourself to be carried along with the flow. But in my
experience these magical moments are rare, and usually the player has to do something
conscious to keep the music going. It is to this conscious element that the book addresses itself.
It shows you how to take a simple phrase, thought up almost at random, and build it into an
impromptu tune; how to develop this tune into a piece which may last for several minutes; how
to put several such pieces together to make a varied and satisfying session; and how to get out
of trouble when things haven't gone quite as you intended.

As regards detail, I have written the book in terms of the recorder, which is the instrument
I normally play myself, and all the examples lie comfortably within the range of a descant
recorder. If you play some other instrument you may need to imagine different examples, but
I am sure this will not be difficult. The recorder is in fact a very suitable instrument for
improvization, since it is so portable (it can be popped into a rucksack for a country walk and
brought out as the spirit moves, to the delight of the player and his companions alike), but the
same basic techniques are applicable to all instruments.

Will a study of what follows enable you to produce an endless sequence of

rhapsodic

masterpieces? Perhaps not, for by definition masterpieces are rare creations; but it will get you
away from the tyranny of other people's written notes, it will produce results which are at least
consistently tolerable, and sometimes everything will come right and you will find yourself
launched on the flights of soaring fancy about which you have always dreamed.
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2 Getting started
Let's start, as the artist always does, with a completely blank page. Imagine that you are
invited to improvize on your chosen instrument for at least two minutes, that there will be
some fearsome forfeit if you fail, and that you don't have the ghost of an idea in your head.
What do you do?
Start by playing a simple two-bar phrase with two distinct rhythmic elements.
how simple the phrase is; a phrase such as

It doesn't matter

is quite good enough. What does matter is that it embodies some rhythmic contrast: here, the
difference between the even crotchets of the first bar and the simple dotted rhythm of the
second. Now let's see what can be made of it.
The first step is to add a simple cadence to round it off:

This has given you the first line of a simple tune. Now repeat it at a different pitch, a note or
two up or down,

and round

it off again,

and you have the second line of the tune. Now

it's time to vary the phrase a bit, say to

Repeat this at a different pitch,
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and you have your third

line. Finally, repeat the line you started with:

e

-*\-\___/

-f

From absolutely nothing, you have created sixteen bars of perfectly presentable music.
These sixteen bars have taken perhaps twenty seconds to play, so you are already a sixth of the
way towards your goal. But you can do more yet. The next stage is simply to repeat the tune,
partly to fix it in your own mind and partly to fix it in your audience's. Now you can start to
build on it. There are an infinite number of ways of doing this, but most of them exploit one of
three standard techniques.

(a) Elaboration and variation
This is the most obvious way of building on a tune. You keep the basic melody in mind, but
embellish it:

The decorations can be as complicated as your fingers

come back to the basic tune just
improvization a little shape.

will allow,

and from time to time you can

to remind yourself where you are and to give your

(b) Development of a fragment
This is akin to the "development section" of a classical symphony, but don't let this description
put you off: it is both very easy to do and very satisfying. Take a fragment of the basic tune (it
is often a good idea to take it from the second of your two initial bars, because this gives variety
without being so different as to seem totally unrelated) and toss it around: play it here, play it
there, right way up, upside down, plain, decorated, and so on. Do this for a bit, then go back to
the basic tune; then perhaps develop a bit more, then go back again...

(c) Rondo with episodes
This is a formalized version of the above. As found in conventional composition, it consists in
repeating the original tune several times with contrasting episodes in between. An improvized
rondo follows the same pattern, but the episodes tend to be elaborations or developments of the
tune rather than something truly different. Even so, the structure is clear, and it can make the
music seem remarkably polished: so polished, in fact, that if somebody asks you what the piece
is and you reply that you have just made it up, they may very well not believe you.
We started with an imaginary requirement to play for two minutes. The basic tune took twenty
seconds, and repeating it brought you to forty. Play it with some simple decoration, then repeat
it in plain form; do a bit of development on the second bar of the phrase, and then go back
again... You are already beyond the two minutes demanded, and you haven't really started yet.
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At this point, stop reading, and take out your instrument and try it. Don't be too ambitious as
yet (there will be plenty of scope for cleverness later on); just play a simple two-bar phrase
almost at random, build it into a sixteen-bar tune, repeat this tune, play it a couple of times with
variations, and try a little development using part of the phrase. If the first tune doesn't work
too well, play a different phrase and try again. Your first few experiments may not be too
successful, but you will soon get the hang of it, and you will be surprised how satisfying and
shapely is the music that you are producing.
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3 Building up a session
Fine. You have got started, you can create a simple tune out of nothing, and you can develop it
into an improvization lasting for two minutes or more. But sooner or later the well of
inspiration provided by any particular tune will run dry, and you will bring it to a close.
Assuming that you want to continue the session, how do you do so?
The natural thing to do is to create another tune, and almost as natural is to make it a contrast to
the first. Your previous tune had three beats in a bar; give the new one two beats or four. The
previous was slowish and smooth; make the next quickish and lively. The previous was in a
major key; put the next into a minor. It isn't necessary to change each of these elements
(speed, beats in a bar, key) every time, but it is usually a good idea to change at least two of
them.
So play a simple phrase which is lively, two-beat, and lies naturally in a minor

key:

say

Again, notice that there are two different rhythmic elements, simple though they are. Last time,
you simply added a cadence to the basic phrase, and produced a four-bar line. This time, let us
be a little more ambitious, and create a tune with eight-bar lines.

You already have bars 1 and2. For bars 3 and 4, repeat bar 1 but change bar 2 to give a natural
half-way pause:

For bars 5 and 6, repeat bars

I

and2 again,

and then add a simple two-bar cadence as you did previously:

This has given you the first line of a new tune. For the second line, you can either repeat the
first line as it stands or you can change the final cadence; for the moment, let us suppose that
you repeat it as it is. Now it's time to vary the basic phrase a bit, say to
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Again, add a half-way pause,

repeat the first two bars of the line,

and then put on the

full

cadence:

This has given you three eight-bar lines. You can leave it there, giving a perfectly reasonable
three-line tune; alternatively, you can round the tune out by adding a fourth line. Last time you
went back to the first line, but this time you have already repeated the first line to get the
second. To play it a third time may be too much, so perhaps it will be better to repeat the third
line instead. The rule "if line 2 was different from line l, make line 4 the same as line 1, but if
line 2 was the same as line 1, make line 4 the same as line 3" is very far from being a universal
recipe (you may not want the fourth line to repeat a previous line, or you may not want to have a
foufth line at all), but it does provide a simple means of bringing shape to a tune.
Again, you have created a perfectly presentable tune out of nothing, and you can develop it as
you did previously. Development of lively tunes tends to be simpler than that of slow tunes (in
particular, there is less scope for decoration); against this, their very liveliness gives them
something that the slow tunes lack.
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Let us recapitulate

1. Starting with a completely blank

sheet, we have seen how to take a two-bar phrase and to
build it into a simple but eminently presentable tune.

2.

We have identified three different ways of building on this tune.

o
o
r
3.

Elaboration and variation.
Development of a fragment.
Rondo with episodes.

We have identified various features that can be changed between one tune and the next.

'
.
.

Speed.

Rhythm.
Key.

There is of course a lot more to it than this. Our two examples have led to l6-bar and32-bar
tunes, but it is just as easy to create tunes of different lengths and I am sure you will find
yourself doing so. The division into two beats, three beats, and four is only a starting point,
because each beat the can be subdivided into two, three, or more notes, and these can be made
even, gently uneven, spikily uneven, long notes followed by short, short notes followed by long.
The key note can be at the bottom of the instrument (C and D major, D and E minor) or higher
up (F and G major, G and A minor). Minor keys can be given a modal flavour (E minor with a
sharp C, A minor with a natural G). And there is nothing to stop you trying out five-beat and
seven-beatbars, andusing scales such as A - B - C - D# - E - F - G# - A. If Irefrain from giving
a dozen pages of examples, it is only because I think you have already reached the stage where
you will prefer to work them out for yourself than to read about them in a book.
The previous chapter got you started, and the present one has put you in a position to improvize
freely for periods of anything from a quarter of an hour upwards.' If you don't believe me, try
it. The next four chapters will discuss various matters of detail that will help you to polish your
performance: how to create a lively and varied session even if your technique is limited, how to
get the best out of your instrument, and how to rescue yourself if you get into a mess.

'As

a simple example of what can happen,

I remember an occasion when I was on a boat excursion from

Bratislava. I found a quiet corner, shielded fiom the wind and sufTiciently f'ar fiom the main group not to
disturb those who pref'erred to talk, and started playing; and I was still going strong when we stopped at
the ruined fortress at Devfn, an hour and a quarter away against the current.
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4 If your technique is limited
If, as a recorder player, you can get your fingers round the Telemann
chapter. If, like me, you cannot, you may find it useful.

sonatas, you can skip this

The hardest task for an improvizer of modest technical accomplishment is to put enough lively
music into his sessions. It is all too easy to let everything become slow and sentimental.
Fortunately there are three techniques which enable the player to produce an effect of liveliness
and variety without being unduly demanding on the fingers'

(a) Accentuation and ornamentation
When find yourself playing a dance tune, however simple it may be, concentrate on making the
rhythm lively, and add littie ornaments to accentuate some of the notes. It's rhythm and
judicious ornamentation that bring music to life, not clever and complicated fingerwork. Many
learned volumes have been written on the correct style of ornamentation to be applied to music
of various kinds, but you are not trying to recreate other people's music, you are creating your
own, and my advice is very simple: pLay the ornaments that come naturally to your fingers.
Not only will they add sparkle to your music, they will give it a touch of individual character;
you will be surprised at the difference they make.

(b)

Use of basic phrases containing repeated notes

It's nice to be able to build

a tune on a fast quaver phrase:

but the supposition of this chapter is that you will get into a mess
almost as good an effect by using a repeated-note phrase:

if you try. But you can obtain

This is easier to play, and very much easier to develop. The speed can be the same - in fact it
can be a good deal faster - but the brain only has to think about three notes in a bar instead of
five or six.

(c)

Use of "pedal note" variations

This is the "theme and variations" equivalent of the above. Suppose you want to play a quickish
quaver variation on a slow tune, but know that it would be imprudent to try. Instead, try playing
the basic tune but with a repeated pedal note in the bass:
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Alternatively, play the repeated note in the treble,

or use it just on particular bars within the tune:

I have written these out in even quavers, but of course you are not going to play them like this;
you are going to lean slightly on the notes fbrming the tune, particularly in the first two cases,
and use the repeated quavers to catch up. The technique is soon acquired, and it can be
remarkably effective: one more weapon in your armoury.
There is of course no substitute for genuine technical skill, and an improvizer who has the
fingers for the fast bits will always have an advantage over one who has not. (If a better player
than myself has the floor, I am never ashamed to pay him the compliment of keeping my own
instrument out of sight and becoming one of the listeners.) But the techniques described above
will do much to close the gap, and they will give your music a liveliness and variety that it
would not otherwise possess. You may even find couples getting up and rewarding your
impromptu music by using it for an equally impromptu dance; I have known it happen.
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5 Playing to your instrument
One of the beauties of improvization is that you can tailor your music to your instrument:
you can concentrate on what the instrument does well, and avoid what it does badly.
To illustrate this, let us consider three instruments of the "flageolet" or "stopped flute" family:
the so-called "tin" or "Irish" whistle, the conventional recorder, and the so-called "German
fingering" recorder with a straight F. They are identical in principle and a player who is
proficient on one can learn to play another with little effort,r yet each has its own distinctive
character.

f,

a
Figure

o o

oa o

I

.

The tin whistle is shown diagrammatically in Figure l. The old name "penny whistle" is long
out of date, if it was ever justified at all; according to The Oxford Companion to Musical
Instruments (Anthony Baines, 1992, page lll) the wholesale price even in the early 20th
century was 3Vzd (old pence) each, and this will have translated to 6d in the shops. But if the
instrument is no longer extremely cheap, it remains extremely simple: a thin parallel metal tube
with six holes, and a mouthpiece which nowadays is usually made of plastic. Yet for all its
simplicity, it is a serious and eminently practical musical instrument. It is played professionally,
and it has its virtuosi.

Its fingering could hardly be more basic. Putting all fingers down gives D, and lifting each
finger successively gives the scale of D major. This gets us as far as C sharp, and recorder
players have to learn to keep the right-hand little finger permanently on the instrument to steady
it because "all fingers off is one of the notes of the scale. The upper register is obtained by
over-blowing, and how far it goes depends on the quality of the instrument. There is a good
cross-fingering for C natural, and a less good one for B flat; the rest of the chromatic notes are
best regarded as non-existent. In terms of improvizing, the instrument's home key is D major,
but in my experience E minor also goes well. G major and B minor are also playable, but they
are less effective and I tend to use them onlv fbr varietv.

oaaoO@
Figure 2
Figure 2 shows the conventional recorder. This is traditionally made of wood, though nowadays
often of plastic, and the main differences from the tin whistle are that the holes are smaller, the

I My normal instrument is the conventional recorder, but once, being bidden to a family wedding in
Dublin, I bought myself an "Irish whistle" on the boat going over, and mastered it well enough during a
few days spent touring befbrehand to be able to slot in some impromptu music after the speeches at the
wedding banquet. The result was apparcntly to the general satisf'action, but I ask you: what sort of an Irish
wedding is it, when it is left to one of the English guests to improvize on the tin whistle'?
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walls are thicker, the bore is contracting instead of parallel, the hole for the right middle finger
is placed a little lower, the hole for the right third finger has been replaced by two small holes
and a similar double hole has been added for the right little finger, and there is a hole for the left
thumb (on the far side of the instrument, and not shown in the diagram). The smaller holes,
thicker walls, and contracting bore mean that most of the chromatic notes can be obtained by
cross-fingering, and the hole for the left thumb simplifies the obtaining of the upper register.
The lower placing of the hole for the right middle finger means that "four fingers down" no
longer gives F sharp; it gives a sound somewhere between F sharp and F natural, and each of
these notes has to be obtained by cross-fingering.
The fingering charts normally show two fully chromatic octaves from low to high C, but this
must be treated with a little caution. The low C sharp and E flat have to be obtained by
half-holing, and even with the help of the double holes they are poor notes; the upper E flat is
also poor in quality, though easy enough to play; the upper B can be a little shrill; and the top
C is both poor in quality and on most instruments hard to obtain. I personally regard the usable
notes as being C, D, and E to upper B flat in semitones, though I tend to avoid the E flat and not
to use the upper register above E when playing indoors on a sopranino. (I always think in terms
o'F"
instrument
of descant fingering when improvizing on a recorder, even when I am using an
such as a treble or sopranino.) But even with these restrictions, the instrument is surprisingly
flexible; the keys of C, D, F, G major and D, E, G, A minor all go well, and this provides more
than enough scope for an extended session.

The "German fingering" recorder differs from the conventional in that the hole for the right
middle finger is placed even further down the instrument, the hole for the right forefinger being
made a little larger to compensate. "Four fingers down" now gives a simple fingering for
F natural, but the low F sharp becomes poor and the upper F sharp so sharp as to be effectively
unusable. The result is to exclude the sharper keys from our armoury, and to restrict us to C and
F major and G, D, and A minor. However, it is possible to get the upper F sharp in tune by
playing it extremely gently, and I have sometimes made use of this, bringing a slow piece to a
conclusion on a very quiet upper F sharp in a way that is not possible with any other recorder.
Which brings us to the most important point. Avoiding what an instrument won't do is only a
part of the story; what is much more important is to exploit what it does well. I wrote above
that the keys of C, D, F, G major and D, E, G, A minor all go well on the conventional recorder
and indeed they do, but each has its own character. Even within the basic major-minor
subdivisions, there are two pairs of keys. C and D major have the key note at the bottom of the
instrument, as do D and E minor; F and G major, and G and A minor, have it higher up.
A mere academic technicality? Not at all, because the contracting bore of the recorder means
that the notes at the bottom of the instrument are relatively weak and a tune which ends on such
a note will probably not sound well. E is all right, but music in D or C will almost certainly
sound better if terminated on the upper D or C and not on the low one. It's the other way round
on the tin whistle, where the parallel bore means that the low notes are strong and the music
tends to sound better if a low note is used as the terminator.

And there are differences of character even within pairs of adjacent keys. The most striking
example is given by F and G major, which are not at all alike on a recorder however similar they
may be on some other instruments. G is much the easier key for the fingers and so is my
invariable choice for the faster pieces, but F has a lovely upper register (the notes from C to the
high B flat all sound well) and it is usually my choice when I am feeling in a lyrical mood.
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6 Mastering your instrument
This time I do suggest skimming quickly through the chapter even if you can get your fingers
round the Telemann recorder sonatas. Mastering an instrument for the purposes of
improvization is significantly different from mastering it so as to be able to perform music that
has already been written out.
There are in fact two objectives. The first and more important is to know your instrument so
well that when you "think" a note in your head your fingers will automatically move to the right
place and your chest will automatically make any necessary ajdustment to the breath pressure.
The second, which is particularly valuable when playing fast pieces or decorating, is to have
some phrases so readily to hand that you only have to think "play such-and-such" and do not
need to think each note individually.

(a) Playing the right note automatically
This essential skill is acquired by playing tunes, Lots of tunes. Furthermore, play them in
dffirent keys. The recorder player is lucky in that he has pairs of suitable keys (C and D major,
F and G major, G and A minor, D and E minor) which are so close that a tune which is written
in one key will almost certainly be playable in another as well. When I first taught myself to
play (my mother had taught me the rudiments of music, we had an instrument lying around at
home, and I found a fingering chart somewhere) I used a book of old music-hall songs, many of
which were superficially useless to me because they were in evil keys or went down to B flat,
but I soon discovered that if I imagined them transposed into a convenient key for the
instrument I could play them without difficulty. Even now, if I am faced with an unfamiliar
piece in three flats, I find it easier to imagine it transposed up a third and to romp through it in
one sharp than to struggle in three flats as written. So play lots of simple tunes in lots of
different keys, and you will soon acquire a feel for how each of the notes sounds in each key.
And if you also enjoy singing, you will find that you have gone a very long way towards being
able to sing accurately and confidently at sight.

(b) Building up

a repertoire of useful phrases

This skill also is acquired by practice, so we need some exercises. Time to go out and by a
textbook? Of course not. Improvize them! Choose a phrase which has given you trouble and
which you would like to be able to use, and build a tune around it as you would around any
other phrase. For example, suppose that you would like to add the arpeggio ripple

to your repertoire. Start by building it into a tune, just as you built your two-bar phrases into
tunes in earlier chapters:
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The present phrase has only a single rhythmic element and so the resulting tune is less
intereiting, but your aim here is the concentrated intensity of practice and not the variety of
performance. Take it slowly at first, and then speed it up. Then, instead of building on it and
developing it as you would for performance, repeat it with different phrasing: slurred in twos,
slur four and detach two, dot one and slur five, and so on. When this palls, move the whole tune
to a different key and start again:

Then do it in the minor keYs:

and

If you are capable of using the phrase in improvization at all, this will gradually get it under
your belt.

But if despite all your efforts the phrase proves to be beyond you, don't spend time flogging a
dead horse. The purpose of practice for improvization is not to learn outlandish scales like
F sharp major and E flat minor so that you can pass some wretched examination (they sound
horrible on a recorder anyway) but to polish what is within your capability so that it becomes
instinctive and you get full value from it. We all have limitations; don't be ashamed to accept
yours.
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You now have a reasonable mastery of your instrument, you have done your practice - well, a
little token practice at any rate - and you can play at least some fast phrases with confidence,
and you have learned how to eke out your talent to the best of your ability. Nevertheless, there
will still be occasions when things go wrong. Sometimes, there are obvious errors of detail:
you find that the note which has come out of your instrument is not that which you had intended
to put into it, or you attempt something altogether too ambitious and come to an unscheduled
and embarrassing halt. Sometimes, there are no obvious wrong notes, but the music is still not
going well: it is dull, it is repetitive, it is everything that you would prefer it not to be...

(a) Coping with wrong notes

If

you crack up completely, by getting your fingers hopelessly into a mess or by mishitting an
attempted high note, you really have only two options: either to ignore it and carry on, or to go
back and try again. Improvization is normally done in private or among friends, but if you are
performing in public and neither of these is acceptable then the only advice I can give is to play
sufficiently far within your capacity for the situation to be unlikely. It may seem presumptuous
to offer an improvization when invited to play in public, but provided that the wilder technical
flourishes are eschewed there is nothing to be afraid of.
But

if you have merely played an unintended note, not immediately recognizable as a mistake or
available: to treat the wrong note as if it had been intentional, and to

a mess, another option is

incorporate it into the improvization. Suppose that you are in C major and had intended to leap
to an A.

but that you have taken off one finger too many and find you have played B instead:

The trick is to repeat the phrase, stressing the wrong note slightly as

if you had

meant it,

and then either to revert to the tune as intended or to calry on from where you now are with a
new flight of fancy. The audience is not to know that you have blundered, and the effect will be
to add an unusual touch of imagination and piquancy to your music.'
I

Hardly had I written this than I came across a sonata fbr two oboes by the baroque composer Jan Dismus
Z'elenka in which just such a leap featured prominently in one of the fugal themes. No doubt readers will
be able to point to many more examples.
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(b) Difficulties of other kinds
There remain the troubles that affect the music without being attributable to individual wrong
notes. The first is the tune that simply turns out to be dull; it is going nowhere, and you cannot
do anything with it. The remedy is of course to close it off and start another one, and the only
reason I mention something so elementary is to give me an opportunity to reassure you:
it happens to me as well.
The next problem is the extended development that drifts right away from the mood and key of
the original tune. Should you forcibly lead it back whence it came, or should you accept where
it has led you and let it work itself out where it is?

The first time this happens during a session, I normally let it work itself out, and indeed the
matter might be put more strongly: one of the joys of improvization is that this sort of thing
occurs. However, if it keeps on happening then remedial action may be appropriate. I didn't
make the point earlier, but even the basic tune is likely to contain sections in a different key, and
certainly the development may introduce such episodes. Bars 9 and l0 of the "fast" tune in our
second example were really in C major rather than in the A minor of bars 1-8, and I often find
myself doing the same in reverse, introducing sections in E minor into a piece that started in G
major. This is fine and indeed desirable (a solo melodist has a harmonic freedom that no other
musician has), but if two or three pieces in a row find their way to E minor then the music is
beginning to lose variety and the next piece should be started in a contrasting key and firmly
kept there.

The final problem is that

of "improvizing"

something that has already been composed.
This happens, of course. The number of different sequences of notes of any particular length is
finite, the proportion of them that make reasonable tunes is small, and sooner or later some
repetition is inevitable. Once again, my advice is not to worry. What else can you do?
The two-bar phrase on which we built our first example has been used thousands of times
before (it is an integral part of the method that we start with a very simple phrase, and such
phrases always have been used thousands of times) and it is quite possible that I shall receive a
polite letter from the publisher's editor saying that while she naturally accepts my assurance that
the 16-bar tune which has been created from it is my own rediscovery, it is really rather similar
to such-and-such, and please will I substitute something else in order to avoid an action for
breach of copyright. I shall do so, of course; but I shall not feel in any sense guilty, because
I know how easily such things happen.2

2

An illustration from another field may be of interest. One of my other hobbies is the composition of

chess endgame studies, and some years ago the endgame study magazine EG started publishing lists of
computer-discovered positions of "reciprocal zugzwang" (Black to move loses, White to move in the same
position could not win). It occurred to me that one of these could be made the basis for an attractive study,
so I composed one and in due course I published it. The next post brought apuzzled letter from a friend in

the Netherlands: "Dear John, what is going on? This was published by the Russian composer Froem
Simkhovitch in 1940!" And indeed it had been; he, long before computers had come on the scene, had
discovered the same position of reciprocal zugzwang, and he had then worked out exactly the same way of
exploiting it. And as with chess, so with music. The laws of music are not as demanding as those of chess,
but they still impose their own logic, and if two people hit on the same idea and try to present it in a
reasonably polished form it is f'ar more likely than outsiders realise that they will come up with exactly the
same result.
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When the music takes wing

passable.
We have laid down a basic framework, which will ensure that what you do is at least
your
performance.
We have looked at various matters of detail, which will help you to polish
Now comes the crucial question: will the music take off? You can hardly expect it to take off
every time, but will it do so at least sometimes?

The answer is obviously Yes, because if it didn't I wouldn't be writing this book. Sometimes
the tune itself takes off. I remember doodling away at a meeting in rural France, waiting for the
dining-room to open for the next meal (the food was superb, which was my main reason for
attenJing the meeting), and on deciding that it was time for something lyrical in F major I came
up with

This is really a soaring tune for full orchestra rather than a recorder tune, but even on a recorder
it isn't too bad. (Has someone composed it already? It is so simple that I feel somebody must
have done, but I cannot bring anything quite like it to mind.) The rest of the tune was less
impressive and I still come back to it from time to time hoping to find a better continuation, but
it shows what can happen even wheri just building on an elementary two-bar phrase.
But the music is more likely to take flight during the development phase, and in my experience
"development of a fragment" is particularly likely to be fruitful. Try it here, try it there, extend
it, vary it, build on it... The result may take you a very long way from the tune with which you
started, but so what? One of the beauties of solo improvization is that this sort of thing is
possible, and it makes up for all the times when nothing seems to go well.
And if the music doesn't take off, you simply close off that tune and create a different one.
This ends our little book, and all that remains is for you to enjoy your playing. But let me make
one final point. The method I have outlined here is one that I have personally found effective,
particularly in keeping the music going until the next inspiration strikes, but it isn't by any
means the only way to improvize and if you find that some other way is better for you then back
your judgement and follow it. And if you feel like writing your own book about it? Do so.
Do so with my good will, and if I am still around when it appears I shall read it with interest.
It doesn't matter whether you improvize according to the method given here or according to
some other; all that matters is that you do it.
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